by Lisa Earekson Trotter

BELOW FREEZING is the first and only dive guide to the Antarctic. Until recently the exclusive realm of scientific and military divers, this icy wilderness has become the extreme destination for recreational divers wishing to explore beyond the conventional. Detailing 27 Dive sites on the Antarctic Peninsula & South Georgia with maps, photographs and descriptions, the guide is packed with information and features vivid color photographs of the strange marine life of these waters.

1-903657-28-7, paperback, 149x210mm, 128pp.

Testimonials:

Here is the fruit of an impressive number of underwater hours and some stunning photography. If you plan to explore this most rewarding habitat then your first step is to pack "Below Freezing" in your Antarctic dive bag. -- TONY SOPER, Author of the Bradt Guide to Antarctic Wildlife

The cold waters of the Antarctic sustain a rich abundance of plant and animal life, and this little book – exquisitely presented by Lisa Trotter – is an important addition to any Antarctic library. -- KIM HEACOX, National Geographic Author of Antarctica: The Last Continent

"Below Freezing: The Antarctic Dive Guide": Reviewed - I got my hands on a copy of this colorful little book, and I'm very impressed with it. This excellent Guide -- really, the only Guide of its kind -- is written by Lisa Eareckson Trotter, the first person to learn to dive in the Antarctic and a long-time crew member aboard Lindblad Expeditions' Endeavour. Having logged over 400 hours diving in area waters, Trotter’s experience in and love for the region shines through on each and every page. -- WILLY VOLK http://www.divester.com

Return Policy:

If you receive a damaged or defective book, please contact us by email for a replacement. Be sure to include your Name, Telephone Number, Confirmed Address, and Transaction ID (included in your confirmation email or packing slip) along with a description of the damage or defect.

Order Online

http://www.ecophotoexplorers.com/antarctica_diveguide.asp  
Cost: US$38.50 + shipping/handling (+ sales tax, NY Residents Only)

Shackleton's Photographer (CD-ROM)  
http://www.ecophotoexplorers.com/shackletonPhotographer.asp  
Cost: US$29.95 + shipping/handling (+ sales tax, NY Residents Only)

Photographer Frank Hurley’s personal diaries of Sir Ernest Shackleton’s epic story of Antarctic survival. Buttressing Hurley's account and incorporated seamlessly into his diary are the notes of second-in-command Frank Wild, motor export/storekeeper Thomas Orde-Lees, physicist Reginald James, sailors Lionel Greenstreet, Walter How and Harry McNish. This electronic book also includes Frank Worsley's verbatim James Caird journal and is considered the most comprehensive account of the Endurance expedition every published.